The Schubert-Bornschein type' of congenital stationary night blindness (CSNB), in which a negative electroretinogram (ERG) is typically observed and the presence of an abnormality in neural transmission at the outer retina is proposed,2 has been divided into a complete type and an incomplete type by Miyake and associates.3 In this report, we describe two patients with the complete type of CSNB, whose short wavelength sensitive (S) cone ERGs were tested to ganzfeld stimuli. The S cone ERG b-wave to short wavelength stimuli was absent in both patients. Patients (Fig 2) . Rod responses ti flashes were non-recordable (Fig 2 In normal subjects, the S cone E by short wavelength flashes (450 a appeared as a separate b-wave r earlier b-wave of the mixed L a ERGs (Fig 3) . The mean (SD) b-wave amplitude in 25 subjects years to 30 years is 1.6 (0.6) ,uV ir tory . To middle and long wavelei only the L-M cone b-waves appea cases, the L-M cone responses we 450 and 471 nm stimuli, which identical to those produced with I length stimuli. However, both pat detectable S cone response to shor stimuli and only a distinct ne appeared after the L-M cone b-wa The cone ERG to white stimuli in the presence of bright white illumination showed squared off appearance of the a-wave due to the absence of the oscillatory potentials. The rod system has only 'on' bipolars and iding on an involves an intermediary amacrine cell pathLnd M cone way. The S cone pathway is less well known but for S cone there has been some evidence that there is preaged from 9 ponderance of S cone 'on' units at the ganglion i our labora-cell level.9 The defect in the complete type of ngth stimuli, CSNB may involve the 'on' pathway excluLred. In both sively'°and therefore have a more profound re elicited to effect on both the S cone and rod bipolar syswere almost tems. The cone ERGs to white stimuli were longer wave-also deteriorated in our patients, because the ients had no 'on' pathway of the L-M cone system was t wavelength defective. gative wave It is well known that the S cone system is ve (Fig 3) . 
